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Artificial intelligence stocks under$ 1

Artificial Intelligence (AI), or machine learning, is not a new concept but over the last few years, its consumption cases have increased as more companies find new innovative ways to use technology. The ASX currently houses several small cap AI stocks that all want to tap into the growing business trend of finding AI solutions to their
problems. If you're an investor seeking exposure to AI in a small cap space no longer because we've sorted out small hat ASX stocks with their fingers in AI pies. Here is a list of the top 100 AI performance shares in the ASX. Company Price Code %SixMth %Yr MktCap BRN Brainchip Ltd 0.35 373 695 $562.1M WBT Weebit Nano Ltd 2.1
483 406 $219.0M M7T Mach7 Tech Limited 1.25 85 92 $286.2M BID Bidenergy Limited 1.12 45 90 $159.2M BTH Bigtincan Hldgs Ltd 1.11.12 52 88 $452.5M CM8 Crowd Media Limited 0.047 81 74 $24.1M FGO Fargo Enterprises 0.003 100 50 $3.6M MEB Limited Meditation 0.012 76 37 $16.2M LNU Linius Tech Limited 0.039 225 8
$57.2M PX1 Plexure Group 1.14 0 0 $ 191.6M GOO Gooroo Ventures Ltd 0.057 0 0 $8.5M LVT Livetiles Limited 0.29 23 -3 $261..3 $261.6M ALC Alcidion Group Ltd 0.205 37 -7 $198.1M VHT Volpara Health Tech 1.4 -5 -18 $338.6 SP3 Specturltd 0.076 43 -24 $8.1M RLG Roolife Group Ltd 0.027 10 -25 $15.. 7M LBT LBT Innovation
0.125 -22 -29 $36.1M Software Products incorporating AI technology There are various business software businesses that incorporate AI into their solutions to help enterprises improve their operations , whether it's sales, employee engagement or cost management this small cap has the answer. Plexure (ASX:PX1) Plexure uses AI to
help consumer brands deliver one offering through their mobile devices. Its clients service 210 million customers in 60 countries and in 40 languages – with the most prominent customers being McDonalds (which is also a shareholder). As COVID-19 restrictions make it easier, customers use Plexure to try and get users to visit their store
physically. LiveTiles (ASX:LVT) Global SaaS Company, LiveTiles, offers smart workplace software to enhance information collaboration and sharing internally. It uses AI to collect available data in an organization making it easier for employees to get the information they need. It also offers boting solutions for customers to increase
engagement and help automate simple but time consuming tasks. BigTinCan (ASX:BTH) BTC is a sales enabler platform also sold saaS. Its platform is also powered by AI with AI-driven features to automate sales cycles. It has progressed well recently after upgrading its revenue guidance - forecasting revenue growth above 40 per cent
for FY19 to rise from original guidance of 35-40 per cent. GooRoo (ASX:GOO) has unfinished patent technology that uses AI to determine how people think and make the decisions it invokes in the human resources and marketing sectors. Also sold as saas settlement for the company he serves to help the company to better employees
and customers. BidEnergy's (ASX:BID) bidEnergy platform is a smart automation of energy consumption and bills to help businesses manage their energy spending. It uses robotic process automation - which is an automation technology based on robots or AI employees. PUre play AI There is only one genuine AI company listed on the
ASX - BrainChip (ASX:BRN). And by this we mean, it is the only company that develops proprietary AI technology that can then be deployed to other markets and industries. Its technology 'BrainChip Studio' has the ability to process millions of images within seconds for facial and object recognition. It can also do this with high-quality
video footage. It is currently working to develop the AkidaTM neuromorphic-system-on-a-chip (NSoC) that will see unique machine learning technology deployed on something as small as the chip. Chips will be able to process data at source without sending it to the central hub and also no need to build 'smart' - providing the potential to
revolutionise any industry that requires fast processing of data at sources, such as autonomous vehicles. Shares were running outstanding in the September quarter of 2020 when it announced ties with VORAGO, the US technology business, to develop suitable products for space exploration. Another small cap with aspirations of AI
Spectur (ASX:SP3) Cloud-based security technology provider Spectur has jumped on the AI bandwagon to incorporate AI functions into its security camera system suite. It said AI can quickly process complex scenarios with high levels of accuracy and can see other added features including facial recognition and objects. Weebit Nano
(ASX:WBT) Weebit is a semiconductor company that develops next-generation memory technology. It is now developing the necessary memory chips for the power to claim the AI app. Just like BrainChip, stocks were running earlier this year when it rose closer than developments to production. Crowd Mobile (ASX:CM8) Crowd Mobile
micro-job crowdsources, such as expert answers to customer questions. Its platform connects experts from all over the world to those seeking advice on anything from finance to entertainment. It now uses AI technology to answer more than 50 percent of all questions it receives its marketing platform - which is said to increase its
operating margins. Linius Technology (ASX:LNU) Linius' Video Virtualization Engine makes a personal video possible. Its technology makes data searches in videos possible so they can be manipulated, enhanced and reinstalled changing the way we use videos. It uses AI-generated data to help enterprises deliver hyper-personalized ads
and bypass any ad blocking software. Health sector embraces AI wanting to miss out, the healthcare sector is also embracing AI implementation with a major focus of the majority of companies to improve diagnosis of diagnosis and accuracy. Alcidion (ASX:ALC) A health technology company with a focus on using its machine learning
technology to analyze clinical data and help medical teams monitor and detect patients' risks, complications and conditions. It also has a commercial focus to help health providers monitor revenue and reimbursement and where leaks may occur. LBT Innovation AI (ASX:LBT) LBT platform is for microbiological automation and clinical
microbiology for faster diagnosis. The company says its technology brings smart plate readings to deliver reliable and consistent results faster. Medibio (ASX: MEB) Medibio is a mental health technology company that uses AI technology to assess mental illness phenotypes and identify potential physiological markers that could lead to
future episodes. Clinical Outcome Support System assists in screening and diagnosis of mental health disorders in an ‐ can‐ users. Mach7 (ASX:M7T) Mach7 is an enterprise imaging solutions provider to help improve and accelerate patient diagnosis and care. It uses AI to optimize and collect available data and information to help
practitioners diagnose better and deliver the right drugs to their patients. It has partnered with EnvoyAI to facilitate access to various applications that will feed the data into its solutions. Volpara (ASX:VHT) Volpara delivers AI-based products as part of its AI cloud offerings. By aggregate data systems can 'learn' patterns to help in
diagnosis. One targeted area is the diagnosis of breast cancer. By aggregated a large amount of data on breast cancer mammograms and the results help practitioners to better understand physiology and make a more accurate diagnosis. It's free. Unsubscririly anytime you want. Last Updated on December 29, 2020 by Henry John There
is no doubt that artificial intelligence is the next big thing. We all know this or at least some of us do. Over the next few decades, Artificial Intelligence will revolutionise every aspect of life as it is known today. According to Grand View Research, the market size of global artificial intelligence was worth USD 39.9 billion in 2019 and is
expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 42.2% from 2020 to 2027. Big tech companies are aware of this fact and they all dive into artificial intelligence groups. Frontrunners are common suspects: Google, Amazon, Facebook, Nvidia, Microsoft and Tesla, among others. And oh! Tesla is not very common, but of
course, one of the most promising. It turns out that everyone is looking towards AI, including investors. And most investor points at Big Boyz (a large technology company that combines AI systems in their products and/or services). Large tech companies involved in artificial intelligence typically have a share price of between $100 to more
than $1500 and that's a lot per share for some investors. Some Investors prefer shares below $10. Please see Favorite AI stocks to buy and hold for the long term and best 5g stocks for 2021 that have the potential for multi-tech AI driver growth. If you're looking for cheap artificial intelligence stocks, here are 10 cent shares of artificial
intelligence (AI) under $10 and $5 for consideration: 1. Blackberry Limited Market Cap: 3.88BStock Price: USD 6.95 Headquarters: U.S. Profile BlackBerry Limited provides software and security services to enterprises The company leverages artificial intelligence and machine learning to deliver solutions in the field of cybersecurity; data
security and privacy; and endpoint security management, encryption, and embedded systems. It offers a BlackBerry Spark software platform that includes a suite of security software products and services ranging from BlackBerry Cylance, BlackBerry UEM, BlackBerry Dynamics, and BlackBerry Workspaces; and BlackBerry Spark SDK to
encourage the evolution of the platform's ecosystem by allowing developers of enterprise and free software vendors to integrate BlackBerry Spark security features into their own mobile and web applications. BlackBerry Limited also provides BlackBerry Internet of Things (IoT) solutions, including BlackBerry QNX, BlackBerry AtHoc,
SecuSUITE, BlackBerry Certicom, BlackBerry Radar, and other IoT applications; and manage and monetize BlackBerry patents and apps. As of February 29, 2020, the company owns about 38,000 patents and applications worldwide. BlackBerry Limited has partnerships with the University of Windsor to develop and deliver cybersecurity
curriculum for university graduate scholarship programs in applied computing. The company was formerly known as Research In Motion Limited and changed its name to BlackBerry Limited in July 2013. BlackBerry Limited was founded in 1984 and is headquartered in Waterloo, Canada. 2. Duos Technologies Group, Inc. (NASDAQ:
DUOT) Market Cap: 15.83BStock Price: USD 4.48Location: U.S. Profile Company Duos Technologies Group, Inc., through its subsidiary, Duos Technologies, Inc. design, develop, and deliver artificial intelligence driven by intelligent technology systems in North America. The technology platform used in its solutions includes preesidium,
an integrated suite of analytical applications; and centraco, enterprise information management system. It offers intelligent technology solutions for critical infrastructure in a wide range of industries, including transportation, retail, law enforcement, oil and gas, and the utility sector. The company's proprietary applications include the Smart
Rail Inspection Portal for automatic inspection of transportation or transit trains during motion; Vehicle Inspector to inspect the shortage of trains; Under-Heat Inspector; Command Interface and Multi-Layered Enterprise for information consolidation, systems management and communication; Pantograph Pantograph System to inspect
pantographs to detect the compilation of carbon prostitutes; Tunnels and Bridge Security, a set of smart technology-based homeland security applications for the safety of tunnels and critical bridges; Virtual Security Shield, a suite of smart technology-based homeland security applications for the safety of critical areas and buffer zones;
and Facility Safety and Security, a suite of intelligent technology-based homeland security applications for the hardening or safety and resilience of facilities against natural or human threats originating from threats to critical facilities protection. Its proprietary application also consists of Remote Bridge Operations for remote control of draw
bridges; Neural Network modelling for detection algorithms; Automatic Logistics Information System; and Transit Rail Platform Analysis, as well as providing IT asset management services for data centers; and technical maintenance and support services. The company was founded in 1990 and is headquartered in Jacksonville, Florida. 3.
Innodata Inc. (NASDAQ: INOD) Market Cap: 126.19MStock Price: USD 5.10Headquarter: United States Profile Innodata Inc. operates as a global data engineering company in the United States, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Canada, and internationally. The company operates through three segments: Digital Data Solutions (DDS),
Synodex, and Agility. The DDS segment offers a wide range of solutions and platforms to solve the data challenges faced by companies when they strive to benefit artificial intelligence systems and analytical platforms, including data annotations, data transformation, data connectivity, and intelligent automation. This segment also
provides services for customers in the information industry related to content operations and product development. The Synodex segment offers a smart data platform that transforms medical records into digital data that can be used with its proprietary data model or customer data model. The Agility segment provides an intelligent data
platform that provides marketing communications and public relations professionals to target and distribute content to journalists and social media influencers; and to monitor and analyze global news channels, such as print, web, radio, and TV, as well as social media channels. It provides banking, insurance, financial services,
technology, digital retailing, and information/media sectors through professional staff, senior management, and direct selling staff. The company was formerly known as Innodata Isogen, Inc. and changed its name to Innodata Inc. in June 2012. Innodata Inc. was founded in 1988 and headquartered in Ridgefield Park, New Jersey. 4.
CooTek [Cayman] Inc. (CTK) Market Cap: 196.17MStock Price: 3.20Headquarter: ChinaCategory: | CooTek Application Software Company (Cayman) Profile Inc. artificial intelligence (AI) and big data-driven mobile Internet companies in United United and internationally. Its main product is TouchPal Smart Input, an input method for
mobile devices that support about 110 languages. The company also offers other mobile apps, such as fitness apps ranging from HiFit, ManFIT, Abs Workout, and Step Tracker; Cherry that helps women track menstrual cycles and provide women with healthcare-related content; Horoscope Secrets, which provide horoscopes and fortune-
related content; and Drink Water Reminders that help consumers drink the appropriate amount of water per day. In addition, it provides Blue Light Filter, which helps protect the user's eyes by adjusting the screen color of the mobile device; VeeU displays content of cropped aggregate videos and short video content generated by
professional users; and Breeze, which provides high-quality peaceful music, soothing sounds, and guided meditation videos, as well as TouchPal Phonebook, a Chinese communications app that allows users in China to make phone calls over the Internet for free, to find contacts on dial-up pads, and to block spam calls. The company
was founded in 2008 and is headquartered in Shanghai, the People's Republic of China. 5. eGain Corporation (EGAN) Market Cap: 354.30MStock Price: 11.45Location: United StatesCategory: | &amp;Business Company Profile; eGain Corporation services operate as a software-provider as a customer engagement solutions service



provider in the United States, United Kingdom, India, and internationally. It provides eGain solutions, unified cloud software solutions to automate, enlargement, and involvement of orchestrate customers, including digital-first, Omni channel desktop, artificial intelligence (AI) and knowledge, and analysis and applications of machine
learning, as well as platform API and third-party connectors that have been built first. The company's suite includes a variety of applications for digital interaction, knowledge management, and AI-based process guidance. It also provides integrated analysis for contact centers and digital properties to measure, manage, and optimize
resources. In addition, the company offers subscription services and customer support services; consultancy services, including implementation, development of custom solutions, and systems integration services; and educational services, such as training programs, as well as online tutorial modules. It services customers in various
sectors of the industry, including the healthcare, retail, telecommunications, financial services, insurance, outsourcing services, technology, utilities, governments, manufacturing, and consumer electronics industry. The company was founded in 1997 and is headquartered in Sunnyvale, California. 6. Kubient, Inc. (NASDAQ: KBNT) Market
Cap: 57.15MStock Price: 7.46Location: American | Information Technology Services Company Profile Kubient, Inc. develops a cloud-based software platform for the digital advertising industry. It operates as a video advertising technology company, which programmatic platform full arrangement. The company developed Audience Cloud,
a platform for real-time trading of programatic advertising. Its platform allows advertisers (buyers of advertising space) and publishers (ad space sellers) the ability to use machine learning during programmical ad space auctions. The firm provides full control to publishers, allowing them to maximize their offerings on a scale and improve
the overall user experience. The company was founded in 2017 and is based in New York, New York. 7. Himax Technologies, Inc. (HIMX) Market Cap: 1.15BStock Price: 6.70Location: TaiwanCategory: | The Company's Profile Semiconductor Company Himax Technologies, Inc., a semiconductor fabless company, provides display
imaging processing technology in China, Taiwan, the Philippines, Korea, Japan, Europe, the United States, and internationally. The company operates through two segments namely Driver IC and Non-Driver Products. It offers an integrated circuit driver display (IC) and a time controller used in television (TV), laptops, monitors, mobile
phones, tablets, digital cameras, car navigation devices, and other user electronic devices. The company also designs and provides controllers for the display of touch sensors; touch in the cell and display the integration driver of a single chip solution; light transmitter diod and IP power management; scaling products for monitors and
projectors; video processing IC solutions made by essicsmen; Silicon IP; and liquid crystals on silicon micro displays for augmented reality devices (AR) and head displays for the automotive industry. In addition, it offers digital camera solutions, including complementary metal oxide semiconductor image sensors and optical wafer levels
for AR devices, 3D sensing, and machine vision, used in various applications, such as mobile phones, tablets, laptops, TVs, PC cameras, automobiles, security, medical devices, home appliances, and internet , agents or distributors, module manufacturers, and house installations; and the product is not the driver to the manufacturer of
the camera module, the optical engine manufacturer, and the manufacturer of the television system. Himax Technologies, Inc. has collaborations with Kneron to develop and commercialize 3D sensing and artificial intelligence-enabled security and surveillance solutions. The company was founded in 2001 and is headquartered in Tainan
City, Taiwan. 8. Ideanomy, Inc. (IDEX) Market Cap: 473.16MStock Price: 1.98Location: United StatesCategory: | The Company's Profile Software Application Ideanomics, Inc. operates as a digitisation services company of financial technology and assets. The company operates in two segments namely YoD Legacy and Wecast Service. It
is involved in the provision of business consultancy services that are with traditional financing, as well as in developing digital asset tracking services through artificial intelligence and blockchain enabling financial services In addition, the company is involved in ecommerce consumer electronics and intelligent supply chain management
operations, as well as in the oil trading business. Further, it provides premium content and integrated value-added service solutions for on-demand video delivery and paid video programming to digital cable providers, Internet protocol television providers, over-the-top streaming providers, mobile manufacturers, and operators, as well as
live customers. The company was formerly known as Seven Stars Cloud Group, Inc. Ideanomics, Inc. was founded in 2004 and headquartered in New York, New York. 9. Remark Holdings, Inc. (MARK) Market Cap: 169.16M Share Price: 1.70Location: United StatesCategory: | Company Profile Internet Information Provider Remark
Holdings, Inc., a technology-focused company, develops and uses artificial intelligence products (AI) and AI-based solutions for businesses in various industries worldwide. It operates through two segments namely Travel &amp; Entertainment, and Technology &amp; Intelligence Data. The company operates Kankan, a data intelligence
platform that offers AI-based vision products, computing devices, and software-as-a-service products for the financial industry, retail, entertainment, education, and workplace and public safety. It also owns and operates a wide range of digital media properties that deliver content in a variety of verticals, including travel and entertainment,
such as accommodation, air travel, show tickets, and visits through Vegas.com and the relevant Websites comprising LasVegas.com, as well as mobile apps and retail locations; and a beautiful young adult lifestyle Bikini.com, ecommerce websites, which sell swimwear and accessories. In addition, the company sells financial technology
products and services, as well as advertising services through its Website. The company was formerly known as Remark Media, Inc. and changed its name to Remark Holdings, Inc. in April 2017. Remark Holdings, Inc. was founded in 2006 and headquartered in Las Vegas, Nevada. 10. Rekor Systems, Inc. (REKR) Market Cap:
245.0MStock Price: 7.43Location: United States: Insurance | Rekor Systems Company's Security and Profile Protection Services, Inc., through its subsidiary, Rekor Recognition Systems, Inc., provides artificial intelligence and machine learning enables automated license plate recognition systems (ALPR). The ALPR system is powered by
OpenALPR software to improve the accuracy of license plates read to a leading level of the industry, as well as identify artificial, model, and vehicle color. Company solutions include mobile license plate recognition system (LPR), fixed LPR system, Move Over law enforcement, enforcement of school bus stops, enforcement of red lights
and speed, parking enforcement and quotation management. Its products are used for law enforcement, safety and surveillance, electronic toll collection, parking operations, banking and insurance, logistics, traffic management, and loyalty application. The company was formerly known as Novume Solutions, Inc. and changed its name to
Rekor Systems, Inc. in April 2019. Rekor Systems, Inc. was founded in 2017 and is based in Chantilly, Virginia. Final Thought: Artificial intelligence makes waves, disrupts the status quo and here to stay. Therefore, AI is the future, investing in artificial intelligence is like investing in the future. It's a tough call but whatever and whenever
you decide: it's going to be your call. Stocks are complicated right? You'll find a list of articles below to help you make the best calls. When the stock is attractive, you buy it. Sure, they can go lower. I bought the stock at $12 that went to $2, but then went to $30. You just don't know when you can find the bottom. Peter Lynch If you have
any questions or thoughts, leave a comment below. Following.
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